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Provides information on the features, applications, and extensions of Microsoft Office SharePoint 2007.
Written by three of the most recognized influencers in the Microsoft SharePoint community, this book sheds light on SharePoint Search in the enterprise and focuses solely on Microsoft
Search technology. This book is intended for a range of folks from the IT administrator to the developer writing search applications. We span many topics in this book to try to cover the breadth
of using, administering, and developing on the SharePoint Search technologies. The developer chapters will be important for the administrator to understand, since developers and
administrators have to work together to make Search work. On the flip side, the administrator chapters will be important for developers to understand the architecture and administration of
Search because, without this knowledge, writing to the APIs will be more difficult. Most readers will benefit from reading all the chapters in this book. This book covers the breadth of the
SharePoint Search technologies from Search Server to Windows SharePoint Services to Office SharePoint Server. We also include information on the latest search technologies coming from
Microsoft, including the new federation capabilities, filter pack, and the recently acquired FAST technologies. This book is structured in such a way that you can read it from end to end. The
chapters are laid out in such a way that they build on each other, starting with an overview chapter and ending with an API chapter that shows you how to program against all the technology
about which you just learned. If you are new to SharePoint, the first few chapters will be important for you to understand and digest before moving on, since the array of search technologies
can be overwhelming for someone new to them. For experienced SharePoint readers, the overview chapters are a good refresher to skim through, but you probably can skip right to the
detailed chapters, starting with Chapter 3, Planning and Deploying an Enterprise Search Solution. The topics covered include: Introduction to Enterprise Search. Overview of Microsoft
Enterprise Search Products. Planning and Deploying an Enterprise Search Solution. Configuring and Administering Search. Searching LOB Systems with the BDC. User Profiles and People
Search. Extending Search with Federation. Securing Your Search Results. Customizing the Search Experience. Understanding and Tuning Relevance. Building Applications with the Search
API and Web Services. To get the most from this book, you will want a copy of Office SharePoint Server. Windows SharePoint Services or Search Server will work, but you will not have
access to all the search capabilities we talk about in the book. One easy way to get an evaluation copy of SharePoint is to download the SharePoint virtual machine from MSDN. You can find
a link to the virtual machine on the SharePoint home page at www.microsoft.com/office/sharepoint. This virtual machine, while large, is preconfigured for you so that you can start working with
the SharePoint Search technologies without having to install all the software and configure it.
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. This guide provides instructions, recommendations, and considerations for federal information system contingency planning.
Contingency planning refers to interim measures to recover information system services after a disruption. Interim measures may include relocation of information systems and operations to
an alternate site, recovery of information system functions using alternate equipment, or performance of information system functions using manual methods. This guide addresses specific
contingency planning recommendations for three platform types and provides strategies and techniques common to all systems: Client/server systems; Telecomm. systems; and Mainframe
systems. Charts and tables.
Federal Cloud Computing: The Definitive Guide for Cloud Service Providers, Second Edition offers an in-depth look at topics surrounding federal cloud computing within the federal
government, including the Federal Cloud Computing Strategy, Cloud Computing Standards, Security and Privacy, and Security Automation. You will learn the basics of the NIST risk
management framework (RMF) with a specific focus on cloud computing environments, all aspects of the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) process, and
steps for cost-effectively implementing the Assessment and Authorization (A&A) process, as well as strategies for implementing Continuous Monitoring, enabling the Cloud Service Provider to
address the FedRAMP requirement on an ongoing basis. This updated edition will cover the latest changes to FedRAMP program, including clarifying guidance on the paths for Cloud Service
Providers to achieve FedRAMP compliance, an expanded discussion of the new FedRAMP Security Control, which is based on the NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4, and maintaining FedRAMP
compliance through Continuous Monitoring. Further, a new chapter has been added on the FedRAMP requirements for Vulnerability Scanning and Penetration Testing. Provides a common
understanding of the federal requirements as they apply to cloud computing Offers a targeted and cost-effective approach for applying the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Risk Management Framework (RMF) Features both technical and non-technical perspectives of the Federal Assessment and Authorization (A&A) process that speaks across the
organization
Security Controls Evaluation, Testing, and Assessment Handbook, Second Edition, provides a current and well-developed approach to evaluate and test IT security controls to prove they are
functioning correctly. This handbook discusses the world of threats and potential breach actions surrounding all industries and systems. Sections cover how to take FISMA, NIST Guidance,
and DOD actions, while also providing a detailed, hands-on guide to performing assessment events for information security professionals in US federal agencies. This handbook uses the DOD
Knowledge Service and the NIST Families assessment guides as the basis for needs assessment, requirements and evaluation efforts. Provides direction on how to use SP800-53A,
SP800-115, DOD Knowledge Service, and the NIST Families assessment guides to implement thorough evaluation efforts Shows readers how to implement proper evaluation, testing,
assessment procedures and methodologies, with step-by-step walkthroughs of all key concepts Presents assessment techniques for each type of control, provides evidence of assessment,
and includes proper reporting techniques
THE SYSTEM SECURITY PLAN IS A CRITICAL DOCUMENT FOR NIST 800-171, AND WE HAVE RELEASED A MORE EXPANSIVE AND UP TO DATE SECOND EDITION FOR 2019A major 2019 NIST
800-171 development is the expected move by the Department of Justice (DOJ) against any company being held to either FAR Clause 52.204-21, DFARS Clause 252.204-7012, or both; if DOJ can show the
company has violated its contract it will be subject to federal prosecution if they fail to meet NIST 800-171. Discussions of the author with key personnel working with NIST and DOJ on this matter raises the
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seriousness of not meeting NIST 800-171. Sources to the author are expecting in 2019 and beyond the likelihood of civil and criminal prosecution for those companies who: 1) have a breach of their IT
environment, 2) that data, specifically Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)/Critical Defense Information (CDI), is damaged or stolen, and the 3) DOJ can demonstrate negligence by the company, will
result in federal prosecution. This is part of a ongoing series of Cybersecurity Self Help documents being developed to address the recent changes and requirements levied by the Federal Government on
contractors wishing to do business with the government. The intent of these supplements is to provide immediate and valuable information so business owners and their Information Technology (IT) staff
need. The changes are coming rapidly for cybersecurity contract requirements. Are you ready? We plan to be ahead of the curve with you with high-quality books that can provide immediate support to the
ever-growing challenges of cyber-threats to the Government and your business.
Securing against operational interruptions and the theft of your data is much too important to leave to chance. By planning for the worst, you can ensure your organization is prepared for the unexpected.
Enterprise Architecture and Information Assurance: Developing a Secure Foundation explains how to design complex, highly available, and secure enterprise architectures that integrate the most critical
aspects of your organization's business processes. Filled with time-tested guidance, the book describes how to document and map the security policies and procedures needed to ensure cost-effective
organizational and system security controls across your entire enterprise. It also demonstrates how to evaluate your network and business model to determine if they fit well together. The book’s
comprehensive coverage includes: Infrastructure security model components Systems security categorization Business impact analysis Risk management and mitigation Security configuration management
Contingency planning Physical security The certification and accreditation process Facilitating the understanding you need to reduce and even mitigate security liabilities, the book provides sample rules of
engagement, lists of NIST and FIPS references, and a sample certification statement. Coverage includes network and application vulnerability assessments, intrusion detection, penetration testing, incident
response planning, risk mitigation audits/reviews, and business continuity and disaster recovery planning. Reading this book will give you the reasoning behind why security is foremost. By following the
procedures it outlines, you will gain an understanding of your infrastructure and what requires further attention.
This book enables organizations in both the private and public sectors to develop and execute efficient and effective business partnerships. Detailed requirements and market potentials are developed which
would help entice the private sector to use its own resources to develop products and services without delay and at minimal cost to taxpayers. This is a 'must read' for anyone interested in doing business with
the government as well as government leaders who are being forced to trim budgets and show genuine value in their agencies.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the First International Conference on Information Systems Security and Privacy, ICISSP 2015, held in Angers, France, in February 2015. The 12 papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selection from a total of 56 submissions. They were organized in topical sections named: data and software security; privacy and confidentiality; mobile
systems security; and biometric authentication. The book also contains two invited papers.
NIST 800-171: System Security Plan (SSP) Template and Workbook~ Second EditionIndependently Published

Threats to application security continue to evolve just as quickly as the systems that protect against cyber-threats. In many instances, traditional firewalls and other conventional controls can
no longer get the job done. The latest line of defense is to build security features into software as it is being developed. Drawing from the author’s extensive experience as a developer,
Secure Software Development: Assessing and Managing Security Risks illustrates how software application security can be best, and most cost-effectively, achieved when developers monitor
and regulate risks early on, integrating assessment and management into the development life cycle. This book identifies the two primary reasons for inadequate security safeguards:
Development teams are not sufficiently trained to identify risks; and developers falsely believe that pre-existing perimeter security controls are adequate to protect newer software. Examining
current trends, as well as problems that have plagued software security for more than a decade, this useful guide: Outlines and compares various techniques to assess, identify, and manage
security risks and vulnerabilities, with step-by-step instruction on how to execute each approach Explains the fundamental terms related to the security process Elaborates on the pros and
cons of each method, phase by phase, to help readers select the one that best suits their needs Despite decades of extraordinary growth in software development, many open-source,
government, regulatory, and industry organizations have been slow to adopt new application safety controls, hesitant to take on the added expense. This book improves understanding of the
security environment and the need for safety measures. It shows readers how to analyze relevant threats to their applications and then implement time- and money-saving techniques to
safeguard them.
This book constitutes the revised selected papers of the Third International Conference on Information Systems Security and Privacy, ICISSP 2017, held in Porto, Portugal, in February 2017.
The 13 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 100 submissions. They are dealing with topics such as vulnerability analysis and countermeasures, attack
patterns discovery and intrusion detection, malware classification and detection, cryptography applications, data privacy and anonymization, security policy analysis, enhanced access control,
and socio-technical aspects of security.
"TRB's National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 753: A Pre-Event Recovery Planning Guide for Transportation is designed to help transportation owners and
operators in their efforts to plan for recovery prior to the occurrence of an event that impacts transportation systems. The guide includes tools and resources to assist in both pre-planning for
recovery and implementing recovery after an event. NCHRP Report 753 is intended to provide a single resource for understanding the principles and processes to be used for pre-event
recovery planning for transportation infrastructure. In addition to the principles and processes, the guide contains checklists, decision support tools, and resources to help support pre-event
recovery planning."--Publisher description.
Informatics in Medical Imaging provides a comprehensive survey of the field of medical imaging informatics. In addition to radiology, it also addresses other specialties such as pathology,
cardiology, dermatology, and surgery, which have adopted the use of digital images. The book discusses basic imaging informatics protocols, picture archiving and communication systems,
and the electronic medical record. It details key instrumentation and data mining technologies used in medical imaging informatics as well as practical operational issues, such as procurement,
maintenance, teleradiology, and ethics. Highlights Introduces the basic ideas of imaging informatics, the terms used, and how data are represented and transmitted Emphasizes the
fundamental communication paradigms: HL7, DICOM, and IHE Describes information systems that are typically used within imaging departments: orders and result systems, acquisition
systems, reporting systems, archives, and information-display systems Outlines the principal components of modern computing, networks, and storage systems Covers the technology and
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principles of display and acquisition detectors, and rounds out with a discussion of other key computer technologies Discusses procurement and maintenance issues; ethics and its relationship
to government initiatives like HIPAA; and constructs beyond radiology The technologies of medical imaging and radiation therapy are so complex and computer-driven that it is difficult for
physicians and technologists responsible for their clinical use to know exactly what is happening at the point of care. Medical physicists are best equipped to understand the technologies and
their applications, and these individuals are assuming greater responsibilities in the clinical arena to ensure that intended care is delivered in a safe and effective manner. Built on a foundation
of classic and cutting-edge research, Informatics in Medical Imaging supports and updates medical physicists functioning at the intersection of radiology and radiation.
The Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CISSP-ISSEP CBK provides an inclusive analysis of all of the topics covered on the newly created CISSP-ISSEP Common Body of Knowledge. The first fully
comprehensive guide to the CISSP-ISSEP CBK, this book promotes understanding of the four ISSEP domains: Information Systems Security Engineering (ISSE); Certifica
Todd Fitzgerald, co-author of the ground-breaking (ISC)2 CISO Leadership: Essential Principles for Success, Information Security Governance Simplified: From the Boardroom to the
Keyboard, co-author for the E-C Council CISO Body of Knowledge, and contributor to many others including Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CISSP CBK, COBIT 5 for Information Security, and
ISACA CSX Cybersecurity Fundamental Certification, is back with this new book incorporating practical experience in leading, building, and sustaining an information security/cybersecurity
program. CISO COMPASS includes personal, pragmatic perspectives and lessons learned of over 75 award-winning CISOs, security leaders, professional association leaders, and
cybersecurity standard setters who have fought the tough battle. Todd has also, for the first time, adapted the McKinsey 7S framework (strategy, structure, systems, shared values, staff, skills
and style) for organizational effectiveness to the practice of leading cybersecurity to structure the content to ensure comprehensive coverage by the CISO and security leaders to key issues
impacting the delivery of the cybersecurity strategy and demonstrate to the Board of Directors due diligence. The insights will assist the security leader to create programs appreciated and
supported by the organization, capable of industry/ peer award-winning recognition, enhance cybersecurity maturity, gain confidence by senior management, and avoid pitfalls. The book is a
comprehensive, soup-to-nuts book enabling security leaders to effectively protect information assets and build award-winning programs by covering topics such as developing cybersecurity
strategy, emerging trends and technologies, cybersecurity organization structure and reporting models, leveraging current incidents, security control frameworks, risk management, laws and
regulations, data protection and privacy, meaningful policies and procedures, multi-generational workforce team dynamics, soft skills, and communicating with the Board of Directors and
executive management. The book is valuable to current and future security leaders as a valuable resource and an integral part of any college program for information/ cybersecurity.
Implementing Information Security in Healthcare: Building a Security Program offers a critical and comprehensive look at healthcare security concerns in an era of powerful computer
technology, increased mobility, and complex regulations designed to protect personal information. Featuring perspectives from more than two dozen security experts, the book explores the
tools and policies healthcare organizations need to build an effective and compliant security program. Topics include information security frameworks, risk analysis, senior management
oversight and involvement, regulations, security policy development, access control, network security, encryption, mobile device management, disaster recovery, and more. Information
security is a concept that has never been more important to healthcare as it is today. Special features include appendices outlining potential impacts of security objectives, technical security
features by regulatory bodies (FISMA, HIPAA, PCI DSS and ISO 27000), common technical security features, and a sample risk rating chart.
"To be well-informed on Homeland Security law this book is a must read." The Honorable Tom Ridge, Chair of Ridge Global, Former Secretary of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
and Former Governor of Pennsylvania "This volume will refine your focus and sharpen your analysis of critical legal issues vital to American national security."ù John Ashcroft, Chairman of
The Ashcroft Group, LLC and The Ashcroft Law Firm, LLC, Former U.S. Attorney General "This book brings into clear fortes the breadth and complexity of Homeland Security legal and policy
issues."ùJudge Michael Chertoff, Partner at Covington & Burling, Former Secretary of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security "I would encourage lawyers who want to become better
acquainted with the legal issues confronting Homeland Security policy makers to keep a copy of Homeland Security: Legal and Policy Issues in their library. This insightful book contains
valuable information regarding this new discipline."ù Larry D. Thompson, Senior Vice President and General Counsel of PepsiCo, Former Deputy Attorney General with the U.S. Department of
Justice "Homeland Security: Legal and Policy Issues is that long overdue compendium for those who have watched this dramatic new legal discipline emerge in the wake of 9/11. Those who
would serve their nation by interpreting and litigating the security legalities of this very new world will be well served to have this on their reference shelf"ù Admiral James M. Loy, USCG
(Commandant, Ret), Former Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security and Administrator of the U.S. Transportation Security Administration "This book provides a guiding compass for those
who are challenged with navigating through the dynamic legal and policy currents of homeland Security. It will keep you on course and off the shoals."ùJay B. Stephens, Senior Vice President,
General Counsel and Secretary, Raytheon Company, Former U.S. Associate Attorney General and U.S. Attorney "In a single volume, these authors have succeeded in highlighting both the
breadth of the recent changes in homeland security law and policy and the most critical legal challenges that the homeland security community is facing today."ù Kenneth A. Wainstein,
Partner at O'Melveny & Myers Former Assistant to the President for Homeland Security and Counterterrorism, Former U.S. Attorney
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record
began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
A must-have, hands-on guide for working in the cybersecurityprofession Cybersecurity involves preventative methods to protectinformation from attacks. It requires a thorough understanding
ofpotential threats, such as viruses and other malicious code, aswell as system vulnerability and security architecture. Thisessential book addresses cybersecurity strategies that
includeidentity management, risk management, and incident management, andalso serves as a detailed guide for anyone looking to enter thesecurity profession. Doubling as the text for a
cybersecuritycourse, it is also a useful reference for cybersecurity testing, ITtest/development, and system/network administration. Covers everything from basic network administration
securityskills through advanced command line scripting, tool customization,and log analysis skills Dives deeper into such intense topics as wireshark/tcpdumpfiltering, Google hacks,
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Windows/Linux scripting, Metasploitcommand line, and tool customizations Delves into network administration for Windows, Linux, andVMware Examines penetration testing, cyber
investigations, firewallconfiguration, and security tool customization Shares techniques for cybersecurity testing, planning, andreporting Cybersecurity: Managing Systems, Conducting Testing,
andInvestigating Intrusions is a comprehensive and authoritativelook at the critical topic of cybersecurity from start tofinish.

With about 200,000 entries, StarBriefs Plus represents the most comprehensive and accurately validated collection of abbreviations, acronyms, contractions and symbols within
astronomy, related space sciences and other related fields. As such, this invaluable reference source (and its companion volume, StarGuides Plus) should be on the reference
shelf of every library, organization or individual with any interest in these areas. Besides astronomy and associated space sciences, related fields such as aeronautics, aeronomy,
astronautics, atmospheric sciences, chemistry, communications, computer sciences, data processing, education, electronics, engineering, energetics, environment, geodesy,
geophysics, information handling, management, mathematics, meteorology, optics, physics, remote sensing, and so on, are also covered when justified. Terms in common use
and/or of general interest have also been included where appropriate.
This is a supplement to "DOD NIST 800-171 Compliance Guidebook"." It is designed to provide more specific, direction and guidance on completing the core NIST 800-171
artifact, the System Security Plan (SSP). This is part of a ongoing series of support documents being developed to address the recent changes and requirements levied by the
Federal Government on contractors wishing to do business with the government. The intent of these supplements is to provide immediate and valuable information so business
owners and their Information Technology (IT) staff need. The changes are coming rapidly for cybersecurity contract requirements. Are you ready? We plan to be ahead of the
curve with you with high-quality books that can provide immediate support to the ever-growing challenges of cyber-threats to the Government and your business.
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